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My invention relates to engines and more par
ticularly to a reversible starter and generator

drive for engines of the internal combustion
type.

-

In engines employed for propelling aircraft it
is necessary in many instances to provide engines
which may be readily converted from a right hand
to a left hand drive engine, and in so doing it
becomes necessary to accommodate the engine
10 for starters and generators of conventional and
standard design which may be interchanged be
tween said right and left hand engines.
It is an object of my present invention to pro

vide a simple and convenient starter and gen
erator drive which may be selectively arranged
for assembly with either a right or left hand
engine, whereby to facilitate the manufacture
and maintenance of such engines.
A further object of my invention relates more
20 particularly to the assembly of a starter drive
shaft which is constructed and arranged to be
provided with a starter jaw type of clutch at one
end and a generator driving connection at the
other end, said starter shaft being adapted to be
23 selectively positioned end for end in the assembly

(C1, 74-6)
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crankcase is arranged to support the crankshaft
2 in a manner that is well known in the art,
this crankshaft carrying a crankshaft starter
gear 3 which is driven through a suitable inter
mediate gearing from the starter shaft, said in
termediate gearing comprising a gear 4 meshing
with the starter gear 3 and carried by the stub
shaft 5 supported in suitable bearings 6 and 7
carried by the crankcase 0 and gear case struc 10
ture respectively. One end of the stub shaft
5 carries a bevelled driven gear 8 adapted for
permanent driving connection with the driving
bevelled gear 9 carried and driven by the starter
shaft as hereinafter described. . . . .
. .
The reversible starter and generator drive for 15
the present engine is preferably housed within
the gear case structure and comprises ingen
eral a starter shaft structure or assembly sup
ported in spaced bearing portions 2A and 22 car

ried by the gear case structure in such a manner 20
as to permit the starter shaft 20 to be reversed
end for end in accordance with a prearranged
plan for adapting the same for assembly with a
right or left hand engine. Preferably these spaced
bearing portions 2 and 22 are disposed on oppo
site sides of the stub shaft 5 and preferably
with the engine to facilitate the reversing of the diametrically
opposite with respect to said shaft
driving connections between the starter and
and the driven bevelled gear 8 as clearly shown
crankshaft starter gear.
Figs. 3 and 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
For a further understanding of my invention in This
starter shaft is preferably provided with

30 reference may be had to the accompanying draw

ings which illustrate one form which my inven a starter driving clutch 9 at one end and a gen
erator driving connection 8 at the other end, the
tion may assume, and in which:
Fig. 1 is a fragmentary longitudinal sectional gear case being provided with suitable flanges and
view through an engine showing the gear case concentric pilot portions 24 and 25 for respective 35
and the gearing therein for operatively connect ly supporting the starter and generator. Bear
sleeves or bushings 26 are arranged and con
ing the starter and generator with the engine ing
structed
of such a size and diameter as to be
crankshaft.
Fig. 2 is a transverse sectional view through fitted and supported in either of the spaced bear
the engine taken substantially on the line 2-2 ing portions 2 and 22 carried by the gear case 40
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 the starter
40 of Fig. 1, and showing in detail the assembly of structure.
shaft:20 is provided with bearing portion 20 and
the reversible starter and generator drive.
Fig. 3 is a horizontal detail fragmentary sec is supported in the bearing sleeve or bushing 26
carried by said bearing portion 22. The starter
tional view through the starter shaft taken sub shaft
portion beyond said bearing portion 20' is 45
stantially on the line 3-3 of Fig. 2, and
45 Fig. 4 is a similar horizontal fragmentary sec reduced in diameter and carries a driving portion

50

55

in this case, comprises the splined teeth 27.
tional view through the starter shaft, showing which,
Beyond
the said splined teeth 27 the starter shaft
said shaft reversed in position and adapted for is further
reduced in diameter and extended
a reverse driving connection.
. .
the other bearing portion 21. A driving
I have preferably illustrated my present inven through
or sleeve 28 is supported on the starter
tion in connection with an aircraft internal com member
shaft and is provided with internal splined teeth

bustion engine of the type having aligned cylin 29 adapted for engagement with the splined teeth
ders and which in general includes a crankcase 27 of the starter shaft, said driving sleeve 28
) to which is secured a gear case for housing
the bearing on the starter'shaft interme
the various accessory drive gears including the having
starter and generator driving mechanism. The diate the teeth and bearing portion 20' and abut
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ting the shoulder 30 carried by said starter shaft. accommodated for both right hand and left hand
This driving sleeve is preferably constructed to engines.
carry the aforesaid driving bevelled gear 9 and
Although I have illustrated but one form of
as shown in the present embodiment of my in my invention and have described in detail but
vention, this driving bevelled gear 9 is prefer a single application thereof, it will be apparent to
ably integrally formed with the driving sleeve 28. those skilled in the art to which my invention per
The assembly and positioning of the driving tains that various modifications and changes may
sleeve 28 on the starter shaft is preferably.com be made therein without departing from the spirit
pleted by the assembly therewith of a second of my invention or from the scope of the appended
sleeve 3 which is supported on the reduced end claims.
portion of the starter shaft as at 3d and is pro
What I claim as my invention is:
vided with a reduced bearing portion 32 for axial
1. In an internal combustion engine having a
assembly within the end of the driving sleeve crankshaft and a crankshaft starter gear secured
28, this second sleeve 3 having a shoulder 33
said crankshaft, a reversible starter and gen
abutting the end of the driving sleeve 28 and to
erator drive assembly comprising a starter shaft
being further provided with the extension 3fb ex supported for selective positioning end for end, a
tending within the sleeve and carrying one or

20

more lugs 34, which are adapted to be axially
assembled between a pair of teeth of the starter
shaft whereby to effect a driving connection be

driving member driven by said starter shaft from
both positions of the starter shaft, said starter

adjustably positioned to lock the driving sleeve

driving member with the crankshaft starter gear.
2. In an internal combustion engine having a

shaft having a starter drive clutch at one end
and a generator driving connection at the other
tween said starter shaft and said second sleeve. end thereof, and means drivingly connecting Said
A lock nut 35 is secured to the starter shaft and

O

5

20

and second sleeve in position with respect to said
case structure, a crankshaft and a crank
starter shaft, this nut when drawn down forcing gear
shaft starter gear secured to said crankshaft, a
the driving sleeve against the shoulder 30 and reversible starter and generator drive assembly
the shoulder 33 of the second sleeve against the comprising spaced bearing portions carried by the
end of the driving sleeve and at the same time gear case structure and constructed substantially
forcing the lug 34 into engagement with the equal
in diameter, a starter shaft Supported for
30 splined teeth on the starter shaft.
selective
positioning end for end, Said starter
It will thus be noted that the second sleeve 3 shaft having a starter drive clutch at one end and
is driven with the starter shaft and has a bearing a bearing portion adjacent to the clutch arranged
within the bearing 26 carried by the gear case to fit either of the gear case bearing portions and
bearing portion 2 f. The starter shaft assembly having reduced portion, a driving member secured
35 comprises the shaft, and the sleeves 28 and 3, in
driving relation to said reduced portion and 35
all held together in a unitary assembly by the Selectively
reversible relative to the starter shaft,
25

lock nut 35.

A left hand engine of the type herein described
is such as to rotate the crankshaft in the oppo

40 site direction from a right hand engine and thus

it is necessary in providing a reversible starter
drive mechanism in order to have the starter
shaft rotate in a direction as to initially drive
the stub shaft 5 in the opposite direction.
In Fig. 4 I have shown an arrangement for
reversing the drive and it will be noted that the

stub shaft 5 is herein driven in the opposite
direction than is the case with the stub shaft

a sleeve carried by said reduced portion and hav
ing a bearing portion supported in said other gear
case bearing portion, said sleeve having a shoul
der forming an abutment for positioning said
driving member, means for locking Said sleeve in
position, and means drivingly connecting said
driving member with the crankshaft starter gear.
3. In an internal combustion engine having a
gear case structure, a crankshaft and a crankshaft 45
starter gear secured to said crankshaft, a reversi
ble starter and generator drive assembly compris
ing spaced bearing portions carried by the gear

shown in Fig. 3, the direction of rotation of the case structure and constructed substantially equal
stub shafts in said figures being indicated by the in
diameter, a starter shaft supported for selective 50
arOWS.
positioning end for end, said starter shaft having
In the present embodiment of my invention this
starter drive clutch at one end and a bearing
reverse drive is accomplished by turning the start aportion
adjacent to the clutch arranged to fit
er shaft 20 end for end, and it will be noticed either of the gear case bearing portions and
55 that the bearing portion 20 of the starter shaft is having reduced portion, a driving member se
55
now engaged or supported in bearing sleeve 26
in driving relation to said reduced portion
carried by the bearing portion 2 of the gear cured
and selectively reversible relative to the starter
case structure. (Refer particularly to Fig. 4.) shaft,
a sleeve carried by said reduced portion
The reduced end portion of the starter shaft is ex and having a bearing portion supported in said
tended through the bearing portion 22 of the gear other gear case bearing portion, said sleeve hav 60
case and the second sleeve 3 is supported on ing a shoulder forming an abutment for position
the reduced portion of the starter shaft in a man ing Said driving member, and locked in driving
ner similar to the construction shown in Fig. 3, engagement with said starter shaft, means for
but in this case the driving sleeve 28 is supported locking said sleeve in position on said starter
in a reverse manner than shown in Fig. 3, rela shaft, and means drivingly connecting said driv
tive to the starter shaft, that portion of the driv ing member with the crankshaft starter gear. 65
ing sleeve 28 underneath the driving bevelled gear
4. In an internal combustion engine having a
9 being now supported on the starter shaft 20 gear case structure, a crankshaft and a crank
while the extreme end portion of the bearing
starter gear secured to said crankshaft, a
70 sleeve is supported on said second sleeve 3, a con shaft
reversible starter and generator drive assembly 70
dition which is directly opposite to the structure comprising spaced bearing portions carried by the
shown in Fig. 3.
gear case structure, a starter shaft supported by
The starter and generator are interchangeable said
spaced bearing portions for selective posi
with respect to the pilot and flanges 24 and 25 tioning end for end and having a driving por
5. as will be quite evident, and are thus selectively tion, said starter shaft having a starter drive

3
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clutch at one end, a generator drive connection reduced in diameter carrying a driving portion,
at the other end, a driving member supported said starter shaft having a starter drive clutch
at one end and a generator drive connection at
of said starter shaft for each position of said the other end, a driving sleeve supported on the

for driving connection with the driving portion

starter shaft, and means drivingly connecting

starter shaft portion of reduced diameter and
portion for each position of said starter shaft, a

said driving member with the crankshaft starter drivingly connected with the starter shaft driving
gear.

5. In an internal combustion engine having a
O

5

20

gear case structure, a crankshaft and a crank
shaft starter gear Secured to said crankshaft, a
reversible starter and generator drive assembly
comprising spaced bearing portions carried by
the gear case structure, a starter shaft Supported
by said spaced bearing portions for selective posi
tioning end for end and having a driving portion,
said starter shaft having a starter drive clutch
at one end, a generator drive connection at the

30

35

tion of reduced diameter and provided with a
shoulder abutting said driving sleeve and with a
bearing portion engaging One of the Spaced bear
ing portions of said gear case structure, a lock
nut Secured to said starter shaft to lock said driv

shaft against axial displacement, and means driv 5

ingly connecting said driving sleeve With the
crankshaft Starter gear.

8. In an internal combustion engine having a
gear case structure, a Crankshaft and a crank
shaft starter gear secured to said crankshaft, a

with said crankshaft starter gear.

the gear case structure, a starter shaft Sup

gear case structure, a crankshaft and a crank
shaft starter gear secured to said crankshaft, a
reversible starter and generator drive assembly
comprising spaced bearing portions carried by
the gear case structure, a starter shaft Sup
ported by said spaced bearing portions for selec
tive positioning end for end and having a driving
portion, said starter shaft having a starter drive
clutch at one end, a generator drive connection
at the other end, a gear mechanism operatively

O

ing sleeve and said second sleeve on said starter

other end, a driving sleeve supported on said
starter shaft and drivingly connected with the
driving portion of said starter shaft for each posi
tion of said starter shaft, and intermediate gear
ing providing a permanent driving connection
6. In an internal combustion engine having a

25

second sleeve supported on said starter shaft por

20

reversible starter and generator drive aSSembly

comprising spaced bearing portions carried by

ported by said spaced bearing portions for selec

tive positioning end for end and having a portion

25

reduced in diameter carrying splined teeth, said
shaft having a starter drive clutch at one end and

a generator drive connection at the other end,
a driving sleeve supported on the starter shaft
portion of reduced diameter and having internal
splined teeth drivingly connected with the splined
teeth carried by the starter shaft and reversibly

30

sleeve supported on said starter shaft portion of
connected with crankshaft starter gear and in reduced diameter and provided with one or more

35

positioned relative to said starter shaft, a second

cluding a driven beveled gear, and a driving sleeve lugs telescopically engaged between the gear teeth
supported on said starter gear for driving con on said starter shaft to drivingly connect the Said
nection with the driving portion of the starter second sleeve with the starter shaft, said Second

40

shaft for each position of said starter shaft, Said sleeve being also provided with a shoulder abut
sleeve having a beveled driving gear connected ting said driving sleeve and with a bearing por

40

in permanent driving relation with the driven tion engaging one of the Spaced bearing por

45
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beveled gear of said gear mechanism.
7. In an internal combustion engine having a

tions of said gear case structure, a lock nut Se
cured to said starter shaft to lock the driving

gear case structure, a crankshaft and a crank
shaft starter gear secured to said crankshaft, a
reversible starter and generator drive assembly
comprising spaced bearing portions carried by

tion with said starter shaft and against axial 45

sleeve and said second sleeve in driving Connec

displacement therewith, and means drivingly
connecting said driving sleeve with the crankshaft

the gear case structure, a starter shaft supported starter gear.
by said spaced bearing portions for selective
positioning end for end and having a portion
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